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A spellbinding biography of Fridtjof Nansen, the pioneer of polar exploration, with a spotlight on
his harrowing three-year journey to the top of the world.An explorer who many adventurers argue
ranks alongside polar celebrity Ernest Shackleton, Fridtjof Nansen contributed tremendous
amounts of new information to our knowledge about the Polar Arctic. At a time when the North
Pole was still undiscovered territory, he attempted the journey in a way that most experts thought
was mad: Nansen purposefully locked his ship in ice for two years in order to float northward
along the currents. Richly illustrated with historic photographs, this riveting account of Nansen's
Arctic expedition celebrates the legacy of an extraordinary adventurer who pushed the
boundaries of human exploration to further science into the twentieth century.Christy Ottaviano
Books
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notify the publisher at: .For Dan Brayton,whose enthusiasm for all things Fram and the sea, and
whose advice and friendship, inspired this bookOur object is to investigate the great unknown
region that surrounds the Pole, and these investigations will be equally important from a
scientific point of view whether the expedition passes over the polar point itself or at some
distance from it.—Fridtjof NansenThe difficult is what takes a little time; the impossible is what
takes a little longer.—Fridtjof NansenThere are many people I’d like to thank for help researching
and writing this book. First, a special thank-you to Larry Rosler and Geoff Carroll, longtime
friends and wise counselors. Also a big thank-you to the following: Anne Melgård, Guro
Tangvald, and Jens Petter Kollhøj at the National Library of Norway in Oslo; Harald Dag Jølle of
the Norwegian Polar Institute, in Tromsø; Karen Blaauw Helle, emeritus professor of physiology,
Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway; Carl Emil Vogt, University of
Oslo and the Center for Studies of Holocaust and Religious Minorities; Susan Barr, senior polar
adviser, Riksantikvaren/Directorate for Cultural Heritage; Dr. Robert Marc Friedman, professor of
history, Department of Archaeology, Conservation, and History, University of Oslo; Karin Berg,
former director of Oslo’s Holmenkollen Ski Museum; Geir O. Kløver, director, Fram Museum; Tom
Nickelsen Gram, tour guide at the Fram Museum; Ola Just Haugbo, manager of information
systems, Fridtjof Nansen Institute; Claes Lykke Ragner, head of administration and information,
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Coastal Carolina University; and Joanne Muratori. Also Paul Schurke, Gerald Johnson, Charles
Johnson, Ed Blechner, Martin Wik Fowler, Maartje Nelemans, Ratchanee and Tor-Inge Eriksen,
Atle Larssen, Charlotte Schippers, Samantha and Matt Freemont-Smith, Henry Jova, Kyla and
Clifford Hart, Bjorn Peterson, Jessica Anderson, Lindsay Wagner, Erin Schell, and wise
counselor Brooke Bessesen. A special thank-you to my editor, Christy Ottaviano, whose
unwavering explorer’s heart has supported me every step of the way on this Arctic journey.The
Fram packed in ice, nighttime, 1895.IntroductionFRIDTJOF NANSEN, a Norwegian scientist and
explorer, had a wild idea. On June 24, 1893, he set sail to explore the Arctic and become the first
to reach the North Pole. Others who attempted the same journey met with disaster, often fatal.
But Nansen planned to get there by an unusual method. With a crew of twelve and a specially
designed ship called the Fram, he planned to purposely lock his vessel into the frozen wasteland
and “float” on the Arctic pack ice right over the top of the world and down the other side.
Veterans of polar expeditions thought he was mad.In the late nineteenth century, the North Pole



was cloaked in mystery. No one had reached the northernmost place on the globe. People
wondered if it might be a landmass covered with ice. Or perhaps an open ocean? Did the Arctic
hold, as some believed, a lost civilization?In September 1893, heading into the unknown,
Nansen drove his ship into the ice floes of the Arctic Ocean above Siberia, the same ice that had
crushed so many vessels in the past. He let powerful polar currents carry the Fram slowly
northward toward the pole. Then after a year and a half of drifting a few miles a day, icebound
and frustrated by the snail’s pace of being locked in ice, Nansen realized the ship might miss the
North Pole by hundreds of miles. So he made a fateful decision: he and crew member Frederik
Hjalmar Johansen would abandon the safety of the ship and cross the polar ice together with
three sleds, twenty-eight sled dogs, and two small, canvas-covered kayaks. In the polar spring of
1895, they set off to do what no one on earth had done before—reach the top of the
world.Fridtjof Nansen and Frederik Hjalmar Johansen lifting a sledge over rough ice.Nansen and
Johansen depart on their dash toward the North Pole, 14 March, 1895. Nansen, second from
left; Johansen, second from right.Within a month, the ice became an impassable jumble of
frozen slabs and slushy open water. A mere 232 nautical miles from their destination—and the
farthest north any human had ever traveled—the men were forced to turn south in search of
land. Aiming for a small group of islands three hundred miles away, they began the harrowing
adventure of fourteen months racing the shrinking pack ice and trying to stay alive in an Arctic
wasteland. This is their story.Part OneFRIDTJOF NANSEN and HIS DREAM1861—
1893Clockwise from left:Attorney Baldur Fridtjof Nansen with his infant son, Fridtjof.Young
Fridtjof Nansen.Nansen with skis.YOUNG SKIERBORN IN 1861, Fridtjof (fritch-off) Nansen
grew up in a privileged family. Nansen’s father was a respected lawyer. He was strict and
cautious. Not an athletic man, he was slight, unlike Nansen’s mother, who was robust and fierce.
Despite the social customs of the day, which discouraged women from skiing in public, Nansen’s
mother skied in trousers. She inspired him with a love of adventure, while his father taught him
discipline.Growing up among the spruce forests, marshes, lakes, and mountains that surround
Kristiania (the capital of Norway, later named Oslo), Nansen loved the outdoors. He loved
making bows and arrows. An older half brother taught him how to fish, hunt, and survive in the
wilderness. Nansen was particularly good at individual sports: swimming, skating, and skiing,
especially ski-jumping. He loved winter most. When he was just two, a seven-year-old neighbor
taught him to ski, and from the ages of six to eighteen, Nansen skied two miles from his farm to
school, and back again.Portrait of Nansen as a student.At fifteen, Nansen won a three-mile
speed skating race and did well in ski-jumping and cross-country events. Physically a bit
awkward and overweight when he was young, in his late teens he grew slim and muscular. By
the time he went to the university in Kristiania, Nansen could walk into a room, and everyone—
especially the ladies—would notice him. With striking deep blue eyes and a full head of blond
hair, he had a distinct magnetism.The VIKING and FIRST ARCTIC ICEWHEN NANSEN
PREPARED for university, he could not decide which course of study to follow. He wanted to be
an engineer, then a soldier, then a forester. To live a life in the open air finally influenced his



decision to choose zoology, specifically the study of lower marine creatures of the Arctic Ocean.
In zoology, his passion for the natural world combined perfectly with his curiosity and love of
science.Nansen fell in love with the Arctic when he was twenty years old and saw pack ice for
the first time. He sailed aboard a sealing vessel called the Viking for five adventurous months in
the oceans between Spitsbergen, Greenland, and Iceland.Though he grew up in the forests not
far from the sea, this was the first time Nansen learned about ships, and it was his first
experience facing a big storm at sea. A few days into the trip, he conquered his seasickness and
crossed the Arctic Circle. He listened avidly to the stories of the sailors, who lived like free spirits.
He was impressed by their “smiling, reckless courage amid the storm and raging seas.”When ice
was spotted at 68° north latitude, Nansen came on deck and peered into the darkness. (For
more on latitude and longitude, see glossary.)Nansen’s watercolor sketch: At Sunset, 22nd
September, 1893.“Something white emerged from the blackness,” he wrote when he saw the
ice. “It grew larger and larger, and gleamed still more white against a background black as night.”
It was the beginning of the pack ice that stretched for hundreds of miles northward into “the polar
night beneath the stars and the northern lights.”Nansen felt a shiver. He’d seen ice before, but
nothing compared to this. Here was ice on the “threshold of a new and unknown world.” He
heard the ice floes colliding, like the roar of great waterfalls. And the sound was thrilling.Midnight
sun over the Arctic.Drawing the gleaming ice in his sketchbook, he wanted to capture the
patterns of light in the polar sky. Nansen learned you could read the ice by studying the sky on
the horizon. When ice lies ahead, the clouds on the horizon reflect a white glare, but when there
are dark streaks on the underside of low clouds, there will be open water ahead because it is ice-
free, a condition called “water sky.”Aboard the Viking, Nansen captured birds and dissected
them. Through the ice, he took temperatures of the water at various depths and collected water
samples, along with small marine animals in his nets. He examined these through a microscope
on board and described what he saw. Nansen studied in his cabin for days, but when he
emerged, the crew was impressed that he was willing to help them search and hunt for seals.
They admired Nansen’s excellent marksmanship.Watercolor of Axel Krefting, captain of the
Viking, and Fridtjof Nansen next to a polar bear that has been shot, 1882.Nansen felled his first
polar bear on that trip and regretted how easy it was to kill such a magnificent creature: “It
seemed so unfair that a little bit of lead should suddenly bring to an end that free life on the
boundless expanse of ice.”All spring and early summer, they searched for seal herds, until, like
so many unfortunate ships in the Arctic, the Viking got frozen into the ice off Greenland. Nansen
climbed into the crow’s nest and gazed for hours at the unexplored mountains and glaciers on
the east coast of Greenland, only a few miles away. He longed to walk out on the ice and go
ashore to explore, but the captain would not let him.After drifting north along the Greenland
coast, the ship broke free of the ice in mid-July. By August, Nansen returned to Kristiania with his
collection of zoological specimens and a new plan to return to Greenland.BERGEN and a
DARING TREK OVER the MOUNTAINSINSTEAD OF RESUMING his studies at the university in
Kristiania, however, Nansen took a job as a junior curator at the Bergen Museum. Just shy of his



twenty-first birthday, he went to live in a different kind of city than the one he knew. On the west
coast of Norway, in the rainy, milder weather of Bergen, Norway’s second largest city, Nansen
threw himself into museum work, labeling and studying specimens, learning to draw, teaching
himself zoology, and working alongside the famous natural scientists of his day. He took a
particular interest in the structure of the central nervous system of lower marine creatures.
Because of new and improved microscopes, scientists of that time were beginning to study the
cells of animals. Nansen focused on nerve cells.Polar researcher Fridtjof Nansen.Nansen using
the microscope at the Bergen Museum, 1882–1888.After long hours of study in the lab in the
gray, wet, sea town, where the sun was forever blocked by clouds, Nansen longed for the crisp
snows and spruce forests of his youth. He yearned to be skiing again.Fridtjof Nansen
postcard.So one day Nansen decided to travel home to enter a ski race back in Kristiania and to
visit a girlfriend. He would travel by train, horse carriage, and boat, but mostly he would have to
ski through rugged mountainous terrain to get back home. His friends tried to talk him out of it,
but Nansen set out anyway with his heavy wood skis and a hunting dog named Flink (“Clever” in
Norwegian) on a 186-mile trek in the dead of winter, mostly across uninhabited, craggy
mountains—a trip never attempted before. For days no one knew where he was or whether he
was dead or alive.Along the way, Nansen occasionally met farmers and hunters, but he
preferred being alone in the silent wilderness. He was happy skiing on “those wonderful, long,
steep mountainsides, where the snow lies soft as eiderdown, where one can ski as fast as one
desires.… The snow sprays knee-high to swirl up in white clouds behind; but ahead all is clear.
You cleave the snow like an arrow.…”When he got to Kristiania, he came in ninth out of fifty-
three competitors in the ski jump. He spent ten days in the city, visited his girlfriend, then skied
with his dog by his side back through the mountains to Bergen. It gave him a lot of time to think
about a Greenland adventure.GREENLANDJUST ABOUT EVERYONE thought Nansen’s idea
of skiing across Greenland from the uninhabited east coast to the sparsely populated west
would end in disaster. Again, friends tried to dissuade him. Ridiculed in the press in Norway and
England, he bucked the tide of popular opinion. Some said that it was stubborn pride that made
Nansen willing to risk his own life and the life of his men just to prove his point. But Nansen was
sure he would be successful; he would thoroughly plan his trip.Members of the Greenland
expedition breaking camp.He did, however, have a hard time raising money for the expedition.
Yet with typical visionary spirit and iron will, he persisted until a wealthy backer from Denmark
finally got behind the project.Nansen chose an experienced sea captain as his main partner.
Five years older than Nansen, red-bearded Otto Sverdrup was tall and mature and already a
veteran sea captain at thirty-two. Along with two other hardy Norwegians, all expert skiers,
Nansen invited two native Sami men from the north of Norway. Indigenous people, formerly
known as Lapps or Laplanders, the Sami live in the far north of Scandinavia and
Russia.Members of the Greenland expedition with Inuit kayaks on the shore of Greenland.From
left to right: Ole Nilsen Ravna, Samuel Balto, Fridtjof Nansen, Otto Sverdrup, Oluf Christian
Dietrichson, and Kristian Kristiansen.He tested his expedition equipment in the mountains



around Bergen while he finished his research for his doctoral thesis. Everything had to be
meticulously thought out. A mistake could be fatal. Nansen decided against taking dogs on the
trek because they would require extra food rations, which he and his men could not carry. The
expedition would have to travel as light as possible for the one-way trek across the ice cap. Other
failed attempts had originated on the west coast, which meant they had had to carry enough
food to cross the big island, and then return to where they had started. Nansen was going only in
one direction.Studio-posed photo of Fridtjof Nansen and Otto Sverdrup towing a sledge.The
sledge Nansen designed for the Greenland expedition.He knew the sleds used by explorers on
previous Arctic expeditions were overly burdensome and quickly got bogged down in snow and
ice. Always the inventor, Nansen designed five lighter sleds made of ash, which did not require
metal nails. They were 9.5 feet long and 1.5 feet wide and weighed only 28 pounds. (The model
for this sled, still used today, is called a Nansen sled.) He tested a three-man sleeping bag, a
special tent, and a small alcohol camp stove that could warm food while also melting snow for
drinking water. Nansen invented a special flask the skiers would fill with snow in the morning and
tuck next to their bodies, turning the snow into drinking water while traveling during the day. He
designed special clothes and boots and goggles for protection against ice and sun
glare.Nansen planned to eat energy-rich expedition foods—liver pâté, jam, condensed soup and
milk, coffee, sugar, and a concentrated, nutritious mixture called pemmican. It was made of
ground-up meat mixed with an equal amount of fat, often with the addition of dried berries, and
formed into solid cakes. As it turned out, however, because of an error in adding fat to the
pemmican compound, the expeditioners on the Greenland trip suffered from acute fat deficiency.
Nansen would correct this on his next polar journey.Nansen also invented something called
meat-chocolate, a nutrition-rich mixture of meat powder and chocolate. The sugar from the
chocolate, combined with the protein of the meat, gave the men the maximum in calories and
energy.Just as important, Nansen brought scientific instruments, as well as guns, ammunition,
cameras, watches, tools, tarps, skis, ski poles, rope, matches, and notebooks. He thought of
everything, right down to the sewing needles.While busily preparing for Greenland, Nansen was
able to complete the examinations, lectures, and defense of his research thesis for a doctoral
degree in neuroscience (the study of the nervous system and the brain) just before he departed.
His research presented a revolutionary idea: that the brain consists of individual, separate nerve
cells. To this day, some scientists declare that Nansen’s early work on nerve cells is worthy of the
Nobel Prize in medicine.Nansen and his five companions left from Scotland on May 9, 1888,
boarding a steamer for Iceland, then took another vessel to Greenland. When the men reached
Greenland’s east coast in mid-July, they immediately ran into trouble with shifting ice floes and
had to camp on the ice for weeks. It was too dangerous to make the final push to shore.The
boats are finally dragged onto land, marking the beginning of the skiing portion of the
expedition.Water crashed at the edge of the ice where they camped; the floes disintegrated
beneath them. They drifted far south of where Nansen wanted to begin his trek, and the currents
kept jamming ice onto ice. They moved camp to stay alive, and they hardly slept for twelve days.



When the team finally reached shore, they returned to their boats, found narrow channels, and
rowed northward for days with very little sleep.The journey through the inland ice.It took twenty-
four days before Nansen’s team was ready to make the crossing. They would have to move fast,
as the short Arctic summer was already ending. A thick mist lifted in the morning, and the men
rose to a sunlit day. With harnesses around their chests, the six men began to haul the sleds
over bare rock and rough ice, climbing into uncharted mountains to reach the interior ice cap.In
snow squalls, they climbed to nearly 9,000 feet, dragging their loads across dangerous cracks in
the ice called crevasses. They endured temperatures that dropped to −46° Celsius, or −51°
Fahrenheit (Nansen used Celsius or centigrade—“C”—which is what scientists use today). They
marched for weeks, always hungry and bent over double, either in blinding snow or scorching
sunlight. This late in the summer, the snow was like sand, dry and loose, and terrible for skis and
the four sleds carrying two hundred pounds each. The fifth sled dragged five hundred pounds
and was pulled by Sverdrup and Nansen together. Nansen and his men tried to slake their
constant thirst. In camp, they discovered eating straight butter helped. On the trail, to keep their
mouths moist, they chewed slivers of bamboo and bits of their wood snowshoes.When they
finally reached the west coast, with its steep and rugged mountains, they were forced to return to
the water. On one of the fjords (a fjord is a long, narrow, deep inlet of the sea between high
cliffs), Sverdrup built a boat from pieces of their wood sleds and nearby willow trees. After rowing
north for days, they glided into the small village of Godthåb. It had taken them forty-nine days,
and they had not changed their clothes or washed their faces the whole trip.Fridtjof Nansen and
his five teammates had succeeded in being the first ever to cross the Greenland ice cap. Along
the way, they had collected valuable meteorological data, recording temperatures, wind speeds,
altitudes, snow depths, and other scientific information about the unexplored interior of
Greenland.Unfortunately, the team missed the last boat sailing for Europe that winter, so the
men had to wait seven months for the next ship to take them home. During the dark Arctic winter,
Nansen took the opportunity to make friends with the Inuit villagers and learn all he could from
them. He learned to speak some of their language.Inuit family inside their home.For weeks he
lived in their sod-and-stone houses, which were half buried in the ground to preserve warmth
through the brutal cold. He learned how to hunt seals with harpoons and how to handle Inuit
kayaks made of sealskins. Nansen marveled at how the Arctic people had adapted to such a
harsh environment. He even foresaw that the approach of Western society would soon threaten
their native way of life. Later he wrote a book about his Greenland experience called Eskimo
Life.Pen-and-ink drawing by A. Bloch of an Inuit paddling a kayak in heavy seas.On the docks of
Kristiania, when Nansen finally returned home in 1889, a third of the city’s population—as many
as forty thousand spectators—came out to cheer their new hero.Greenland expedition members
traveling aboard the Kong Carl from Copenhagen to Kristiania in 1889.At only twenty-seven
years old, the handsome and self-assured blond Viking had beaten American explorer Robert
Peary’s attempt to cross Greenland, and he had given Norway a national champion. Nansen
fever swept through Europe. The Royal Geographical Society in London awarded him the



prestigious Patron’s Medal in 1891.While in Greenland, Nansen and Sverdrup had hatched a
plan for their next Arctic adventure: an attempt to reach the North Pole. To trek to the very top of
the world would be the biggest prize of all.EVATHAT SAME YEAR, Nansen married Eva Sars, a
celebrated concert singer. A fiercely independent thinker, Eva was the daughter of a professor of
zoology and the younger sister of well-known historian Ernst Sars and marine zoologist Georg
Ossian Sars. She and Nansen had met a few years before at a ski resort.Eva Nansen (1858–
1907), Fridtjof’s wife.Studio-posed photo of Fridtjof and Eva Nansen on skis.Nansen called his
bride the best woman skier in Norway. At a time when women did not enter ski competitions, Eva
would show up at ski-jumping events with a friend, and they were the only two women to enter
the contest. Eva loved to ski into the mountains alone. When she and Nansen skied in the
mountains together, the Kristiania newspapers eagerly reported on their travels.NANSEN SETS
HIS SIGHTS ON THE NORTH POLEA YEAR AFTER returning from Greenland, Nansen
proposed an expedition to the North Pole, but his primary goal was not merely to reach the top
of the world. Even if he were to miss it by miles, he said, the success of his journey would be
measured by the new scientific data he planned to collect in that little-known region.Nansen
would follow in the footsteps of his Viking ancestors, who were among the first non-native
travelers to the Arctic. A Norse text from the Middle Ages contains a remarkable description of
what the Vikings found:As soon as one has traversed the greater part of the wild sea, one
comes upon such a huge quantity of ice that nowhere in the whole world has the like been
known. Some of the ice … from 8 to 10 feet thick.… is of a wonderful nature. It lies at times quite
still, as one would expect, with openings or large fjords in it; but sometimes its movement is so
strong and rapid as to equal that of a ship running before the wind.For centuries, the world
believed Arctic ice blocked a body of open water at the pole and perhaps a landmass “pushing”
the ice southward. The North Pole, some speculated, might be reached through a passage of
warmer north-running currents penetrating the ice. Expedition after expedition from Europe set
out to find this open passageway.Mercator’s map of the open polar sea, circa 1600.In 1607,
Henry Hudson attempted to reach the pole by sailing along the east coast of Greenland, but his
route was blocked by ice. Hudson made another attempt along the west coast of Spitsbergen,
but he came up against more ice. At the point where he turned back, Hudson had reached
79°23′ north latitude, or 637 nautical miles from the North Pole.Fellow Englishman William Parry
got stuck in the ice off the coast of the archipelago of Svalbard in 1827. Parry put boats on sleds
and dragged them northward. But the south-flowing current carried the ice backward, forcing him
to abandon his attempt. He made it to within 435 miles of the pole (82°45′ N), the farthest north
any human had traveled to that day. Parry’s achievement stood for nearly five decades, until
1876, when another British explorer, Albert Markham, despite suffering from scurvy and lack of
proper clothing, traveled with dogs and sleds, and missed the pole by four hundred miles
(83°20′ N).One more northerly record was set before Nansen’s quest. James Booth Lockwood
on the Greely Expedition reached Mary Murray Island off northern Greenland, 396 miles from
the pole (83°24′ N), just a tad closer than Markham.Still people clung to the idea that beyond all



that intractable ice, a water route could lead to the pole and beyond, perhaps even becoming a
northeast passage to India. As they pushed northward, the biggest problem Arctic explorers
faced was the fragility of their ships. Advancing with wooden ships a mile or two in the polar ice
pack was grueling work. Most ships became frozen into the ice and were either crushed or, if
lucky, dislodged after months of waiting for the ice to melt in the short Arctic summer.The PLAN:
FOLLOW the JEANNETTETO REACH THE North Pole, Nansen studied the forces of nature.
Rather than going against the currents, as most other failed expeditions had done, he wanted to
try something different. He would build a special ship, one strong enough to withstand the ice.
He would deliberately freeze it into the northward-drifting ice pack and travel at the same slow
speed that the polar current carried the ice. But he had to find the right current first—one that
might take him to the top of the world—and then build a strong ship.After much thought and
investigation, Nansen was led to what he called the “Jeannette current,” an east–west flow of
water running across the Polar Basin. The voyage of the USS Jeannette (1879–81) was one of
the most famous expeditions that failed to reach the North Pole. Nansen learned a lot from the
ship’s tragic history. Captain George De Long of the United States Navy tried a Bering Sea route
to the pole because whaling ships had reported a warm northerly “Japanese” current, and De
Long hoped the ice would be less severe in that direction, perhaps all the way to the pole.It
turned out to be wishful thinking. On September 6, 1879, the Jeannette got lodged (“nipped”)
into the ice near Wrangel Island, above eastern Siberia, and drifted, a frozen prisoner, for two
years. De Long kept measurements of ice and weather. During his long drift, he thought it might
be possible to reach the pole on the ice if they took sleds and dogs and dashed for it. But the ice
eventually crushed the ship north of the New Siberian Islands, and when it sank, the thirty-three
survivors, with forty dogs, dragged three small open boats southward toward the native villages
of coastal Siberia a thousand miles away. While wandering through the Arctic looking for open
water, they hunted polar bear and walrus to survive. (They did not eat their dogs as so many
polar explorers have done to survive.) When the ice turned to water, they jumped into their leaky
boats and got separated in a storm. De Long and nineteen others died. Only thirteen of the
Jeannette crew were rescued.That might have been the sad end of the story of the Jeannette—
just another Arctic disaster where the ice wins out—except that three years after the Jeannette
was destroyed, some of the sunken vessel’s remains were discovered by Inuit hunters on the
coast of Greenland. Apparently, the debris had been carried 2,900 miles on ice floes driven by
the current across the polar basin, perhaps even coming close to the North Pole.In 1894 Nansen
read an article in a Norwegian journal by the well-known meteorologist Henrik Mohn, claiming
that these “sundry articles” from the Jeannette, including a pair of oilskin trousers and the peak
of a cap on which was written the name of a rescued crew member, must have made it to
Greenland in no other way than by crossing near the North Pole on that very current. Nansen
calculated the items must have traveled very slowly in the ice, perhaps only one to two miles in a
twenty-four-hour period.Nansen studied this current and was confident it existed. He found other
instances of water flowing over the polar region. Among the driftwood on the coast of Greenland



was found a device that Iñupiaq Eskimos used in Alaska for hunting birds; it too must have
traveled on the same current as the items from the Jeannette.Nansen’s plan then was to drift in
the same direction as the fragments of the Jeannette had done, from the New Siberian Islands
across the pole to somewhere between Greenland and Spitsbergen (see map).1896 map of the
Arctic showing the drift of the Jeannette, the path of the Fram, and Nansen’s and Johansen’s 15-
month journey of survival.When he proposed the journey, almost every polar expert thought he
would endanger himself and his crew in such an undertaking. Some thought he was crazy, as
they had said of his previous expeditions. They thought his ship would certainly be crushed by
the ice pack—if not at first, then undoubtedly later in the winter months, “when the ice resembled
a mountain frozen fast to the ship’s side.”In spite of near-unanimous skepticism, Nansen
remained confident and proceeded with his plans.
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Ursula B, “A much needed adventure story about a forgotten hero.. Locked in Ice is an
astonishingly compelling read. The story of Fridtjof Nansen and his crew as they attempt to be
the first to reach the North Pole in the nineteenth century is one that is far too little known. Peter
Lourie's powerful prose matches the power of the narrative. Lourie divides the book into clear
sections that are usefully illustrated with photographs as well as artwork done by the crew
themselves. Although this handsome book is aimed at a YA audience, Lourie's prose and
vocabulary challenge young readers in completely appropriate ways: he includes explanations
within the text when necessary as well as a glossary at the end of the book. Moreover, he
creates a story so compelling that young and old readers alike will be riveted. As someone who
has taught children's and young adult literature to college students studying to be educators, I
know how difficult it is to find well written, interesting, and exciting non-fiction for this audience.
Lourie's extensive experience writing for the YA reader shows in this exceptionally readable and
important book. The relationships between Nansen and his wife, his crew, his dogs, and
especially his crew-mate Johansen adds a depth of human interest to this story that examines
how Nansen's ingenuity and intelligence enabled him to make this voyage. Very few books are
available about this polar explorer: this story will inspire and delight readers of all ages as they
learn about this neglected hero.  Once again, Lourie has written a winner.”

Geoffry Carroll, “Very well written. Great pictures. Great story.. The book told the story of one of
the greatest expeditions in the history polar exploration and research. Mr. Lourie writes very
concisely, researched the topic very thoroughly, and includes great photographs from the
expedition. Nansen was a great explorer, scientist, and later a diplomat. It is great to have a good
book written about this great man.”

Scotty M. Johnson, “Highly recomended. “Locked in Ice,” though a true story, reads with the
pace and drama of well-crafted fiction. There’s rarely a passage that doesn’t have you shivering
with the arctic wind, aching with hunger, or spellbound by Nansen’s courage. Good for readers
young and old and captivating from start to finish. I recommend it highly.”

Daniel, “A well-written, well-researched biography!. How many readers out there know the name,
Fridtjof Nansen? If you already know who he is, or what he is remembered for, then color me
impressed!Nansen was, among other things, a scientist and an explorer at a time when mankind
was still trying to reach the North Pole. He was the first to cross Greenland using sleds, but his
goal was still to get to the North Pole. He knew that there were ships which had been crushed
by ice floes, but he was convinced that there were as-yet-undiscovered ocean currents that a
ship could use to get to the North Pole if such a ship could manage to survive the dangerous
ice. With that in mind, Nansen had a special ship built, The Fram, which he would intentionally
have frozen in to the ice with the expectation that currents would bring the ice (and hence the



ship) closer to the Pole.Nansen has a long list of men who want to join him on this expedition
and so gets to hand-pick his crew. Finding men that he thinks will get along with one another for
months, perhaps years, in close quarters, as well as those with the necessary scientific or
sailing skills, is his main challenge.Nansen's design of the Fram works and despite some
rigorous crushing by the ice, the Fram's hull holds out. But the ship doesn't travel northward the
way he hopes, and Nansen and one other set out by dogsled to try to reach the North Pole. It
shouldn't be revealing too much to note that they do not make it. If they had, the name Nansen
would be known by every schoolchild.But what Nansen does, and manages to survive, for a
year in the Arctic with dogs and a fellow explorer is fascinating. Both he and Hjalmar Johansen,
the man who accompanied Nansen on the sled trek toward the pole, kept meticulous journals.
They almost appear superhuman with some of their efforts (fighting off a polar bear, swimming in
frigid polar waters to retrieve a kayak, etc) ... it's precisely the kinds of things that will engage
younger readers.And if the voyage and exploration toward the North Pole weren't enough, we
get a little more information about Nansen after he returns to Norway. He works with displaced
people after World War I and is awarded a Nobel peace Prize for his efforts.Fridtjof Nansen was
a truly amazing man. Scientist, explorer, inventor, diplomat, humanitarian. I was really glad to
read the book and learn about this early exploration and about the man. The book is written
such that it's appropriate for young readers (middle school students and up) but anyone who
thinks it looks interesting should enjoy the read. The book is liberally illustrated with photos and
copies of sketches made by Nansen and others along the way.Looking for a good book? Locked
in Ice by Peter Lourie is a well-written, well-researched biography of Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen
and his attempt to be the first person to reach the North Pole. It is definitely worth reading.”

The book by Peter Lourie has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 17 people have provided feedback.
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